JAP TEAM COMING
Tom Miyamoto Will Lead Team of Six Jap Professionals in Summer Tourneys

American sports diplomacy scores another birdie for genial international relations. The Japan Golf association is to send a team of the six top Japanese pros and an English-speaking manager to the United States. Tommy Miyamoto, who is pleasantly remembered here from his tour a few years ago, will head the invaders.

Tom is a good player and a great student. He learned a lot from personal observation and motion pictures of the American stars but always was bumping into some persistent trouble at a hole or two in his tournament appearances. Not having studied any pictures of Yank stars taking their third shots out of the sand trap, lack of knowledge in this detail used to whip the fine little Japanese boy.

Yulaka Kamuma, secretary of the Japan GA, notified Bob Harlow recently that the team would be sent in time for appearance in the National Open and would play in various cities under the auspices of the PGA.

John A. Hillerich of Hillerich and Bradsby helped set the deal for the PGA while he was in Japan with the touring Yankee baseball players. The ball players led by Babe Ruth drew tremendous crowds in Japan. The Jap golfers won't draw any baseball gates in this country but they are certain to do great financially and stir up considerable golf interest.

PGA officials and members are to be congratulated on this latest smart and unique idea of the PGA tournament bureau manager, Harlow. It's a cinch bet that this tour engineered and conducted by the PGA will make many golfers conscious of the association's lively work in promoting golf interest.

Club Says No Resignations Allowed After January 1

It is very important in budgeting to know what the membership for the coming year will total, in order to estimate the income from dues for the ensuing fiscal year. At Knollwood CC (White Plains, N. Y.) if a member has not resigned prior to January 1, the start of the club's fiscal year, he is not allowed to resign but must pay a full year's dues.

Here's the golf ball sensation of the year!

The BALL WITH A DRY ICE CENTER

Just a small, carefully calculated pellet of dry ice in a special liquid center makes this the most revolutionary golf ball of all time. And if you want to try an interesting experiment, you can easily see why.

Take a three or four ounce bottle. Drop into it a piece of dry ice about the size of a pea. Now stretch the neck of a toy balloon around the mouth of the bottle and see what happens. That little piece of dry ice actually liberates enough carbon dioxide to “blow up” the balloon! And that illustrates exactly what takes place inside the ball. The dry ice “pumps up” the liquid center—makes it super resilient...longer in flight. And, since the center is equally expanded in all directions, the ball is more accurate. It is never “lopsided”. The “center” is always in the exact center.

MacGregor’s advertising plans assure a nation-wide demand for this new ball. You will have a lot of calls for it. And every pro who sells it is assured a full margin of profit by MacGregor’s 1935 program. The Crawford, McGregor & Canby Company, Dayton, Ohio.
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